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Notes / Special Instructions:   

 
 

    

       

This release contains the following work items: 

Work Item 

Type 

Title Description 

Bug Message board – latest edited date 

wasn’t being refreshed after message 

board was edited 

We have fixed this issue and the 

Edit date is now updated without 

the need to refresh the landing 

page.  

Bug System error generated when 
changing category of a discussion 

This has now been fixed and users 
can select a category of a 
discussion with no issues. 

Change Disable autofill on Docman 
Quicksearch 

We have turned off the caching in 
the Quicksearch that was showing 
previous searches as a pop up. This 
has been done to improve security.   

Change Carenotes Integration – User shown 
Docman homepage before re-direct 

Users will now be taken to a 
redirect page, rather than the 
landing page when using Single 
Sign On (SSO) with Carenotes and 
RMS.  

Bug Error message when editing 
Contractual Relationship in user 
details 
 
Service Now Ref: DFCT0011139 

We have fixed an issue that saw an 
error being presented when 
creating a new user and adding any 
data within the Contractual 
Relationship section. 

Bug Task Tracker Completed dates are 
incorrect 
 
Service Now Ref: DFCT0011128 

We have fixed an issue with the 
Task Tracker report that was 
causing the ‘Completed’ date to be 
incorrect.  

    



 

Change Carenotes Integration: Removing 
date of death to re-activate patient in 
RMS through the API 

As ‘Date of Death’ is not a field in 
Carenotes we originally removed 
this option. We’ve now added a 
change to make sure we re-
activate this date of death in 
Docman RMS.   

Change Carenotes: Synchronisation: Control 
retrys after failure 

In the event the API errors due to 
data quality or duplicates, we’ve 
changed it so the synchronisation 
service does not attempt a re-try 
as the same response will occur.  

Bug Carenotes Integration: Phone 
numbers are not synchronized from 
Carenotes 

We have fixed an issue where 
patients telecoms information was 
not being synced correctly by the 
sync service.  

Change Desktop App : The Filing Queue 
banner covers the ‘Save Document’ 
button 

We have moved the filing queue 
button so it no longer gets in the 
way of the ‘Save’ button or ‘Create 
Review’ button. This will allow 
users to continue working while 
the document is being filed to the 
clinical system.  

Bug Intermittent loss of connection 
between Desktop App and Web App 

The connection issue has been 
resolved between the two.  

Bug Error in Connect Console when 
creating Database Host 

We have rectified an issue that was 
failing to save additional Database 
Hosts in Admin.  

Change eRS – Option to merge attachments 
to current document 

In order to go live with our FOT for 
eRS, we have made some changes 
to the functionality of eRS 
documents in Docman so that 
attachments can be merged into 
the current document, permitting 
they have a readable file type.  

 


